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INTRODUCTION
One important problem for quantum groups is to study their irreducible
modules and associated properties. The general theory of the irreducible
w xmodules for quantum Kac-Moody algebras was developed by Lusztig L .
The study of explicit constructions of irreducible modules has been very
w xactive: based on Drinfeld realization D the vertex operator construction
w xof basic modules was carried out first in FJ for the simply laced cases and
w x w xthen in J for the twisted cases and B for type B; the fermionic
w xconstruction was studied in H, JMO, KM, DF representing the Serre
generators in Clifford algebras. There is also the free boson realization
 . w xreducible modules obtained in M, ABE using vertex operators. All these
constructions paralleled the development in the study of the affine Lie
w xalgebras FK, S, F, KP, W, FF and some special cases of the vertex
w xoperator algebra approach FLM .
However, an important ingredient in the study has not been dealt with
so far}the theory of Z-algebras. The theory of Z-algebras was initiated
by Lepowsky and Wilson in their study of Rogers-Ramanujan identities
w xLW1 using affine Lie algebras. It has quickly developed into an important
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tool to study various irreducible modules of affine Lie algebras: in princi-
w xpal pictures LW2, LW3, Ma, M1, M2, M3 and in the homogeneous
w xpicture LP1, LP2 , to name a few. The reader is referred to the bibliogra-
phies in the cited papers for a more detailed account of the development
related to Z-algebras.
The goal of this paper is to introduce a notion of quantum Z-algebras in
the homogeneous picture and use them to study modules for quantum
affine algebras. In particular our construction recovers the vertex operator
w xrealization FJ of basic modules for the quantum affine Lie algebras of
w xtype ADE. The construction of the quantum affine algebra of type B B
can also be easily obtained according to our construction. As an example
of our general construction we study the bosonic picture of higher level
 .irreducible representations of quantum affine sl 2 , generalizing Lepowsky
w xand Primc's work LP1, LP2 . In order to do this we use a coproduct
structure introduced by Drinfeld.
The author thanks Robert Lee Wilson for many stimulating discussions
about the Z-algebras. I also thank the referee for many suggestions which
improved the quality and the presentation e.g., notation in Proposition
.4.1 . The paper was presented to the American Mathematical Society in
Meeting No. 891 held in Manhattan, KS, March 1994.
1. QUANTUM AFFINE ALGEBRAS AND
THEIR MODULES
 .Let g be an affine Lie algebra associated to the Cartan matrix A s AÄ i j
of the simply laced type, i.e., A1.D1.E1. type. Let h be the Cartan
subalgebra generated by the corresponding finite dimensional Cartan
subalgebra and Cc q Cd. We choose a basis of simple roots a , i s 0, . . . , li
 .  .with 2 a , a r a , a s A . We also normalize the inner product suchi j i i i j
Ä l .that a , a s 2. The root lattice is denoted as Q s  Za , and the nullis0 i
 .root d is  a a . The quantum enveloping algebra U g is a Hopf algebraÄi i q
h  .generated by elements e , f , q h g h , i s 0, . . . , l with the familiari i
relations. We abbreviate q a i as k . The comultiplication is furnished asi
D e s e m 1 q k m e .i i i i
D f s f m ky1 q 1 m f .i i i i 1.1 .
D k s k m k . .i i i
 .We use U g 9 to denote the derived quantum affine algebra generatedÄq
by elements e , f , k , ky1.i i i i
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w x  .We use the n n g Z to denote the q-integer
q n y qyn
w xn s .y1q y q
 .The quantum affine algebra U g has another useful realization givenÄq
w x  .by Drinfeld D . The associative algebra U g is generated by the centralÄq
 . " .element c, the grading element d, and the elements a n , x n , i si i
 " .  .  ..1, . . . , l or equivalently the elements x n , f ym , c m , n g Z, and
m g Z . The defining relations are expressed in their generating functionsq
" . " . ynx z s  x n z asi n i
" "d , a n s na n , d, x n s nx n , .  .  .  .i i i i
q A i jqc z y w q A i jyc z y w
f z c w s c w f z , .  .  .  .i j j ic A yc Ai j i jq z y q w q z y q w
"1" A . cr2i jq z y wy1" "f z x w f z s x w , .  .  .  .i j j. cr2 " A i j /q z y q w
"1" A " cr2i jq z y wy1" "1c z x w c z s x w , .  .  .  .i j i j" cr2 " A i j /q z y q w
z y q" A i j w x " z x " w s x " w x " z q" A i j z y w .  .  .  . .  .i j j i
d z zi j" y yc er2 c cr2x z , x w s d q c wq y d q f zq , .  .  .  .i j i i 5y1  /  /w wq y q
Ns1yAi j
s N yN Nys.r2 " "Sym y1 q x z ??? x z .  .  .z , ??? z i 1 i s1 N s
ss0
? x " w x " z ??? x " z s 0, for A / 0, .  .  .j i sq1 i N i j
 .  .  .where the generators a n are related to f ym , c m via
f z s f yn z n s ky1 exp qy1 y q a yn z n , .  .  . . i i i i /
nG0 n)0
c z s c n zyn s k exp q y qy1 a n zyn . .  .  . . i i i i /
nG0 n)0
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In terms of components, we have
w xA m mci j
a m , a n s d , .  .i j m , ynm
" A mi j" " . < m < cr2a m , x n s x m q n q , .  .  .i j jm
di jq y myn.cr2x m , x n s c m q n q .  .  .i j iy1q y q
yf m q n qnym.cr2 . . .i
w xThe general theory of integrable modules over g can be generalized L
 .  .to the case of U g . For example, the weight space V of a U g -moduleq m q
V is defined as
V s ¨ g V N q h ? ¨ s q m , h:¨ for all h g h , 4m
and m is a weight if V / 0, with the nonzero elements in V called them m
weight vectors.
A weight module V s V is a highest weight module if it is generatedm
by the weight vector ¨ such that e ? ¨ s 0, and the weight of ¨ is calledi
the highest weight of V. The weight lattice of g is denoted byÄ
l
ÄP s ZL s ZL q P i 0
is0
 :  :with the dominant integral weights L , L , h s d , L , d s 0, L s li i j i j i i i
 .i F 1 , and y is the projection on h*rCL q Cd .0
 .Let V be a U g -module. The module V is called level k if the centralÄq
element c s l akak acts as a scalar k on V. For a g C, defineis0 i i
 4V s ¨ g V N d.¨ s a¨ ,a
the elements of V are homogeneous elements of degree a. An endomor-a
phism A of V is homogeneous of degree n g C if
w xd , A s nA.
 .We will study the following category of U g -modules V with theÄq
properties:
 .1 the module V has level k;
 .2 each weight space of V is finite dimensional;
 .3 for each a g C, there exists n G 0 such that for all n ) n ,0 0
 4V s 0 .aqn0
 .It is clear that the irreducible highest weight modules L l lie in the




Ä  .Consider the Heisenberg algebra h9 generated by a n , n / 0 and ci
subject to the relations
1
w xa m , a n s A m mc d . 2.1 .  .  .i j i j m , ynm
Äy .The Heisenberg algebra has a natural realization on the space Sym h
 .of the symmetric algebra generated by the elements a ym , m g N viai
the rule
qc .1 s q k , qyc .1 s qyk ,
a yn s multiplication operator, n g N .i
a n s differentiation operator subject to 2.1 . .  .i
Ä .  .We denote the resulted irreducible module of U h9 as K k .q
For each simple finite root a , i s 1, . . . , l and k, we definei
q. k n r2
" nE a , z s exp . a yn z .  .y i i /w xknnG1
2.2 .
q. k n r2
" ynE a , z s exp " a n z .  .q i i /w xknnG1
Äy .which act on the space Sym h .
In order to derive the commutation relations satisfied by E and E asy q
 .well as future operators, we introduce an important function f z; k givena
by
` nw xan z
f z s f z ; k s exp .  . a  /w xkn nns1
q aqk z ; q2 k .`s . 2.3 .yaqk 2 kq z ; q .`
 .Observe that the function f z; k is a q-analogue of the functiona
 .ya r k 2 k1 y z based in q . Its series expansion is easily obtained from the
well-known q-binomial theorem
` 2 a 2 kq ; q . n nf z ; k s z . 2.4 .  .a 2 k 2 kq ; q . nns0
 .We sometimes omit the k in the argument and write simply f z . Fora
 .any number a g R the function f z satisfies the equationa
f z ? f z s 1. .  .a ya
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The following are some special cases:
1 y z , k s 1, a s y1¡
4qz ; q .` , k s 2, a s y13 4q z ; q .~ `f z s .a
y1y1 y11 y qz 1 y q z , k s 1, a s 2 .  .
y1¢ 1 y z , k s 2, a s 2. .
 .We now introduce the Z-vertex operators. Let V be a U g -module.Äq
For each i s 1, . . . , l, define
Z " a , z s E" a , z x " z E" a , z , 2.5 .  .  .  .  .i y i i q i
which act on the space V.
PROPOSITION 2.1. As operators on a le¨el k module V,
z
" " " " . kE a , z E a , w s E a , w E a , z f q , .  .  .  .y i q j q j y i  /w
y1z
" . . "E a , z E a , w s E a , w E a , z f , .  .  .  .y i q j q j y i  /w
y1z
" " " " . kE a , z x w s x w E a , z f q , .  .  .  .y i j j y i  /w
z
" . . "E a , z x w s x w E a , z f , .  .  .  .y i j j y i  /w
w
" " " " . kE a , z x w s x w E a , z f q , .  .  .  .q i j j q i  /z
y1w
" . . .E a , z x w s x w E a , z f , .  .  .  .q i j j q i  /z
" "f a , z , E a , w s c a , z , E a , w s 0, .  .  .  .i y j i q j
w y q. A i j . k r2 z
" "f a , z E a , w s E a , w f a , z , .  .  .  .i q j q j i " A . k r2i jw y q z
z y q" A i j . k r2 w
" "c a , z E a , w s E a , w c a , z , .  .  .  .i y j y j i . A . k r2i jz y q w
 .  .where f z s f z; k .A i j
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Proof. The relations are proved by direct computation. For instance,
. k n r2q
n " ym. a yn z , x m w .  . i jw xknnG1 mgZ
. k n r2q
" n yms . a yn , x m z w .  . i jw xknm , n
. k n r2 nq z
" yps y nA x p w . i j j /w xn kn wn , psmyn
. k n r2 n` q z
"s y nA x w . B . i j j / /w xn kn wns1
The following relations are particularly useful, which are also shown by
direct computation.
 .PROPOSITION 2.2. For each i 1 F i F l we ha¨e
Eq a , z Ey a , zqyk s 1, .  .y i y i
Eq ya , z Ey ya , zqk s f a , zqk r2 k , .  .  .y i y i i i
Eq ya , z Ey ya , zqyk s c a , zqyk r2 ky1 , .  .  .q i q i i i
Eq a , z Ey a , zqk s 1. .  .q i q i
The Z-vertex operators satisfy the following relations.
THEOREM 2.3. As operators on a le¨el k space, one has
y1. k " A " "i jf q wrz z y q w Z a , z Z a , w .  . .  . i j
y1. k " A " "i js f q zrw q z y w Z a , w Z a , z , .  . .  . i i
f wrz Zq a , z Zy a , w y f zrw Zy a , w Zq a , z .  .  .  .  .  .i j j i
di j yk y1 ks k d q zrw y k d q zrw , 4 .  .i iy1q y q
a i0.  .  .where k s q , and the function f z s f z ; k represents the q-seriesi A i j
 .gi¨ en in 2.4 .
Proof. The relations are consequences of the relations satisfied by the
" . " .operators E z and E z . Let us look at the second one. It followsy q
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from definition that
f wrz Zq a , z Zy a , w y f zrw Zy a , w Zq a , z .  .  .  .  .  .i j j i
q y q y q ys E a , z E a , w x z , x w E a , z E a , w .  .  .  .  .  .y i y j i j q i q j
d zi j q y yk r2 yks E a , z E a , w c q z d q .  .  .y i y j iy1  / wq y q
yf q k r2 z d q k zrw Eq a , z Ey a , w .  . .  .i q i q j /
di j yk y1 ks k d q zrw y k d q zrw . B 4 .  .i iy1q y q
The vacuum space is a subspace of level k module invariant for Z-
operators, defined by
V s ¨ g V N E" a , z .¨ s E" ya , z .¨ s ¨ . .  . 4V q i q i
As in the classical situation the map
Ä qSym U h m V ª V . Ä /q U h . Vq
u m w ¬ u ? w
Äy .is an isomorphism as U h -modules. Moreover, we haveq
THEOREM 2.4. Let V be a le¨el k module. There is a linear isomorphism
K k m V ª V . C V
u m w ¬ u m 1 ? w , .
Äy .  .where the map u ¬ u m 1 gi¨ es an isomorphism from U h to K k .q
" .Proof. The whole point is to observe that the operators Z z central-i
 .ize with the actions of a m , m / 0. The commutativity are consequencesi
of Proposition 2.1. We list them as
f z Z " a , w s q. A i j Z " a , w f z .  .  .  .i j j i
c z Z " a , w s q" A i j Z " a , w c z , .  .  .  .i j j i
where the scalar factors are contributions from the k s q a i0. parts ini
 .  .  .f z and c z , which do not interfere with the actions of a m fori i i
m / 0.
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As a consequence, we can rewrite the actions of the quantum affine
 .algebra U g in a more convenient form:Äq
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. On the space V s K k m V we ha¨eV
x " z s E" ya , z E" ya , z m Z " a , z . .  .  .  .i y i q i i
Thus the construction of irreducible modules is reduced to that of
corresponding Z-vertex operators. A module V is irreducible if and only if
Ä .the vacuum space V is an irreducible U h -module.V q
3. LEVEL ONE AND LEVEL TWO MODULES
First of all we look at level one irreducible representations of quantum
affine algebras of type ADE.
The weight lattice of the finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g
 .associated to U g decomposes asÄq
P s Q q v , . r
r
 :where v runs through the minuscule weights so that v , a F 1. Letr r max
ÃQ be the central extension of Q by the group Z such that2
yÃ1 ª Z ª Q ª Q ª 1,2
where
 .a , by1 y1aba b s y1 . .
We will choose a as the preimage of the root a , i s 1, . . . , l.i i
We let
Ã 4C Q s C Q m C1 ,CwZ x Q2
w xwhere C G is the group algebra of a group G, and C1 is the naturalQ
one-dimensional module for the abelian group Z . For each r we denote2
Ä 4  .  .by C Q the module of U h by letting the action of a m , m / 0 beingr q i
trivial and
 :a 0 a s a , a q v a .i i r
Ãfor a g Q.
The following construction is a reformulation of the basic vertex repre-
w xsentations given in FJ
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PROPOSITION 3.1. The representation space of a le¨el one irreducible
module of the simply laced quantum affine algebra is
Äy  4V s Sym h m C Q . r
 4with the ¨acuum space equal to C Q and the Z-operators gi¨ en asr
Z " a s a"z " a i0.q1 , .i i
Ãwhere the element a is a preimage of a in Q.i i
From Proposition 2.1 and the above construction it follows that on level
one module we have
xq z xq z s xq z xq q2 z s 0 .  .  .  .i i i i
3.1 .
xy z xy z s xy z xy qy2 z s 0. .  .  .  .i i i i
w xFor the type B we can easily recover the construction of B by the
Z-algebra construction. Since it is similar to the higher level case for
  ..U sl 2 we omit it here and move to the latter case.Ãq
 .From now on we restrict ourselves to the case of U sl unless statedÄq 2
otherwise. We consider the level two representations in the following. We
w xwill generalize Lepowsky and Primc's construction LP1, LP2 to the
quantum case.
 .  .For the irreducible modules L 2L and L 2L we consider the0 1
 .  .Clifford algebra C generated by the elements k n n g Z q 1r2 and 1q
subject to the relations
k m , k n s q2 m q qy2 m d . 3.2 4 .  .  . . m , yn
 y.Thus the algebra C acts on the space G C , the exterior algebraq q
 .generated by elements k yn , n ) 0 in the following manner,
k yn .¨ s k yn n ¨ , for n ) 0 .  .
k n .1 s 0 for n ) 0 .
 .  .and the action of k n on other vectors satisfies the relation 3.2 .
 .Define the action of d on G C byq
d.k n n ??? n k n s n q ??? qn k n n ??? n k n . .  .  .  .  .1 s 1 s 1 s
w xLet C Q be the group algebra of the root lattice Q. For b g Q s Za
b b w xdefine the action of operators e , z , and d on the group algebra C Q by
e b.e m s e bqm
z b.e m s z  m , b .e m
d.e m s y 1r4 m , m e m .  .
for m g Q.
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Set
y w xV s G C m C Q , .q
and extend naturally the actions of e b and d to the space V. We can define a
 .  .representation of U sl on V s K 2 m V ¨iaÄq 2
Z " z s "k z m e" a z " a r2q1r2 . .  .
Moreo¨er, the module V decomposes itself as
V s L 2L [ L 2L y 1r2 d . .  . .0 1
Proof. The idea of the proof is to check that the defined operators
satisfy the Drinfeld relations given in Section 1. The decomposition follows
from checking the characters, combined with citing the classical result
w x w xLP2 and Lusztig's general result L .
Most of the verification is straightforward except the commutation
q . y .relation between x z and x w . With given Z-operators, we have
xq z xy w s Eq ya , z Ey ya , w Eq ya , z Ey ya , w .  .  .  .  .  .y y q q
y1q ym Z z Z w 1 y wrz .  .  .
xy w xq z s Ey ya , w Eq ya , z Ey ya , w Eq ya , z .  .  .  .  .  .y y q q
y1y qm Z w Z z 1 y zrw .  .  .
and
Zq z Zy w s yk z k w m z ar2q1r2 wya r2q1r2 zy1 .  .  .  .
s y :k z k w :q k z k w .  .  .  . /^ ` _
m z ar2q1r2 wya r2q1r2 zy1 ,
where we use the fermionic normal ordering as in the classical situation,
and the contraction function k z k w is computed as .  .^ ` _
k z k w s k z k w y :k z k w : .  .  .  .  .  .^ ` _
nw
s k n , k yn 4 .  .  /zngZ q1r2q
nw
2 n y2 ns q q q .  /zngZ q1r2q
1r2y1q q q zw z y w .  . .
s .2 y2z y q w z y q w .  .
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Then we have
q yx z , x w .  .
s Eq ya , z Ey ya , w Eq ya , z Ey ya , w .  .  .  .y y q q
z w
q y y qm Z z Z w y Z w Z z .  .  .  . 5z y w w y z .  .
s Eq ya , z Ey ya , w Eq ya , z Ey ya , w .  .  .  .y y q q
ar2 1r2m zrw zw .  .
1
= y : k z k w :q k z k w .  .  .  . / ^ ` _ z y w
1
y y:k w k z :q k w k z .  .  .  . / 5^ ` _ w y z
ar2q y q ys E ya , z E ya , w E ya , z E ya , w m zrw .  .  .  .  .y y q q
zw wz
y1= y q q q .2 y2 2 y2 5z y q w z y q w w y q z w y q z .  .  .  .
ar2q y q ys E ya , z E ya , w E ya , z E ya , w m zrw .  .  .  .  .y y q q
z z 1
y2 2= d q y d q 5 y1 /  /w w q y q
1 z z
y1 y2 2s c q z d q y f qz d q , . . 5y1  /  /w wq y q
 .  .  .  .where we have used : k z k w : s y : k w k z :.
 .For the level two module L L q L we consider another Clifford0 1
 .algebra C generated by elements k n and 1 with n g Z subject to theq
relations
k m , k n s q2 m q qy2 m d 3.3 4 .  .  . . m , yn
thus we have
z q w z y w .  .
k z k w s . .  . 2 y2^ ` _ z y q w z y q w .  .
In order to construct the vacuum space for the representation L L q0
.  y.  .L we need to extend the space G C . Define the action of k 0 on the1 q
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two-dimensional space C2 by
u ¨k 0 . s .  /  /¨ u
 y. 2and then naturally extend the action of C on the space G C m C .q
 .PROPOSITION 3.3. Let V s K 2 m V withV
y 2 w x ar2V s G C m C m C Q e , .V q
 .then we can realize a representation of U sl byÄq 2
Z " z s "k z m e" a z " a r2q1r2 . .  .
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e
V s L L q L y dr8 [ L L q L y dr8 . .  .0 1 0 1
Proof. The proposition is proved similarly as Proposition 3.2.
 .4. HIGHER LEVEL REPRESENTATIONS OF U slÄq 2
 .  .Let L l be an irreducible U sl -module of level k G 1. Without lossÄq 2
 .of generality up to a multiple of d we may assume that
l s iL q k y i L , .0 1
 4where i g 0, . . . , k . To construct such a module we consider it as a
 .submodule of the tensor product of level one irreducible U sl -modules,Äq 2
 .mi m kyiL L m L L , 4.1 .  .  .0 1
where the tensor product is induced from the comultiplication of a Hopf
 .algebra structure of the quantum group U sl .Äq 2
Although Drinfeld and Jimbo equipped the famous comultiplication to
 .  .the quantum group U g given in 1.1 , there is no simple formula toÄq
" .  .express this comultiplication in terms of generating functions x z , c z ,i i
 .  w x.and f z however, see Be . Fortunately there exists another Hopfi
 . algebra structure on U g given by Drinfeld private communication,Äq
. " .  .  .1989 , which can be expressed in terms of x z , c z , and f z and isi i i
still a deformation of the usual comultiplication of the corresponding Lie
algebras. In the following we will present Drinfeld's comultiplication for all
the simply laced quantum affine algebras. We begin with a little more
general result which contains Drinfeld's form as a special case.
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 .  . yn  .  .For a series a z s  a n z with a n g End V , we define on the
tensor product V m V,
a z m 1 qC s a zqC 9 m qC 0 s a n q nC 9 m q nC 0 zyn .  . . . 
a 1 m z qC s a qC 9 m zqC 0 s q nC 9 m a n q nC 0 zyn , .  . . . 
 .where C s C9, C0 g Cc = Cc. Observe that
a z m 1 q A b 1 m z q B s b 1 m z q B a z m 1 q A , .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
where A, B g Cc m Cc.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.1. For a , b j s 1, 2 ; d , e j s 0, 1, 2 g Cc = Cc,j j j j
 .  .  .the linear map D : U g ª U g m U g gi¨ en byÄ Ä Äq q q
D f z s f q a1 z m 1 f 1 m z q a2 .  .  . .  . .i i i
D c z s c q b1 z m 1 c 1 m z q b2 .  .  . .  .  .i i i
D xq z s xq q d0 z m 1 q c q d1 z m 1 xq q d2 1 m z .  .  .  . .  .  .  .i i i i
D xy z s xy q e0 1 m z q xy q e1 z m 1 f q e2 1 m z .  .  .  . .  .  . .i i i i
is a homomorphism if and only if the constants a , b , d , and e satisfy thej j j j
condition
b s a q 0, c e s a q ycr2, 0 .  .1 1 0 2
d s a q 0, cr2 d s a q y3cr2, 0 .  .0 1 2 2
d s a q ycr2, cr2 e s a q ycr2, ycr2 .  .1 1 2 2
e s a q 0, ycr2 b s a q yc, 0 . .  .1 1 2 2
Proof. We omit the details of verification. The main idea is to check
 .the Drinfeld relations for U g are satisfied by the map D provided theÄq
above constraints of a , b , d , e . For the verification it is better to writej j j j
the coproduct in the following intuitive ways,
D f z s f q a1 z m f q a2 z .  .  . .i i i
D c z s c q b1 z m c q b2 z . .  .  .i i i
D xq z s xq q d0 z m 1 q c q d1 z m xq q d2 z . .  .  .  .i i i i
D xy z s 1 m xy q e0 z q xy q e1 z m f q e2 z .  .  .  . .i i i i
which are understood accordingly, then one can compute as usual the
C  . .coproduct cf. the remark following the definition of a z m 1 q .
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One can then see that each map in Proposition 4.1 defines a coproduct
 .for the algebra U g , and moreover it gives a Hopf algebra structure. WeÄq
choose the following form to fix the coproduct of modules,
D f z s f z m qyc r2 f qcr2 m z , 4.2 .  . .  .  .i i i
D c z s c z m qcr2 c qyc r2 m z , 4.3 .  . .  .  .i i i
D xq z s xq z m 1 q c qyc r2 m 1 xq qyc m z , 4.4 .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
D xy z s xy 1 m z q xy z m qyc f 1 m qyc r2 z , 4.5 .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
 . `  . nwhere the first formula means that if f z s  f yn z , theni ns0 i
D f z s f yn z n m qyn cr2 ? q mcr2 m f ym z m .  .  . .  .  .i i i
m , n
` n
nym.cr2 ymcr2 ns f ym q m f yn q m q z . .  .  i i
ns0 ms0
Other formulas have similar meaning.
The counit e and antipode S are given by
e 1 s e f z s e c z s 1, .  .  . .  .i i
e x " z s 0, . .i
y1 y1S f z s f z , S c z s c z , .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
y1q cr2 q cS x z s yc q z x q z .  . .  .i i i
y1y y c cr2S x z s yx q z f q z . .  . .  .i i i
We can also formulate the comultiplication in the components.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.2. The comultiplication of 4.2 ] 4.5 is equi¨ alent to the
map
D a n s q < n < cr2 m a n q a n m qy< n < cr2 , 4.6 .  .  .  . .i i i
D xq n s xq n m 1 q c m qmq2 n.cr2 m xq n y m , 4.7 .  .  .  .  . . i i i i
mG0
D xy n s 1 m xy n q xy n q m m f ym qmq2 n.cr2 . 4.8 .  .  .  .  . . i i i i
mG0
Proof. It is easy to check that the formulae in terms of components
give exactly the generating function form. Let us show the other direction
 .  .is also true. Denote k f z by f z , soi i i
` `
y1 n nf z s exp q y q a yn z s f yn z , 4.9 .  .  .  . .  i i i /
ns1 ns0
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  ..   ..which implies that D f yn has the same form as D f yn , based oni i
 .  .the fact of D k s k m k . Taking the derivative of 4.9 , we obtain thei i i
Newton-like formula
ny1
y1 y1n q y q a yn s nf yn y j q y q a yj f j y n . .  .  .  . .  .i i i i
js0
4.10 .
 .Using this formula we can show by induction on n that the formula 4.2
 .  .  .implies 4.6 . Then we just take components of 4.4 ] 4.5 to get the rest of
the relations.
We extend the comultiplication to the multi-tensor product in the
natural way. Define
mk
D : U g ª U g .  .Ä Äky1 q q
inductively
D s D , D s 1 m D D s D m 1 D , for j s 2, . . . , k y 1. .  .1 j jy1 jy1
For example, when k s 3 we have
D f z . .2 i
s f z m qyc r2 m qyc r2 f qcr2 m z m qyc r2 f qcr2 m qcr2 m z , .  .  .i i i
D c z . .2 i
s c z m qcr2 m qcr2 c qyc r2 m z m qcr2 .  .i i
= c qyc r2 m qyc r2 m z , .i
D xq z . .2 i
s xq z m 1 m 1 q c zqyc r2 m 1 m 1 xq qyc m z m 1 .  . .i i i
q c zqyc r2 m 1 m 1 c qyc m zqyc r2 m 1 xq qyc m qyc m z . .  .i i i
D xy z . .2 i
s xy 1 m 1 m z q xy 1 m z m qyc f 1 m 1 m zqyc r2 .  .  .i i i
q xy z m qyc m qyc f 1 m zqyc r2 m qyc f 1 m 1 m zqyc r2 . .  .  .i i i
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In fact we can compute them as follows. For instance,
D f z s 1 m D f z m qyc r2 f qcr2 m z .  . .  .  . .2 i i i
s f z m D qyc r2 1 m D f qcr2 m z . .  . .  .i i
s f z m qyc r2 m qyc r2 f qcr2 m z m qyc r2 .  .i i
= f qcr2 m qcr2 m z . .i
 4  4For e , . . . , e g " s "1 we have1 s
X e1 z ??? X es z s Ee1 ya , z ??? Ees ya , z Ee1 ya , z ??? .  .  .  .  .1 s y 1 s 1 1
??? Ees ya , z Z e ??? e ; z ??? z , .  .s s 1 s 1 s
where
Z e ??? e ; z ??? z .1 s 1 s
ye ei jz j ye qe .k r2 e ei j 1 ss f q Z a , z ??? Z a , z , .  . 2 1 1 s s /z1Fi , jFs i
 .  .  .with the function f z s f z; k given in 2.4 .2 2
In particular, we have
Z e , z s Ze a , z . .  .
 .We define the operators Z e ??? e ; n ??? n as the components of the1 s 1 s
Z-operators:
Z e ??? e ; z ??? z s Z e ??? e ; n ??? n zyn1 ??? zyn s . .  .1 s 1 s 1 s 1 s
 .Clearly the operators Z e ??? e ; n ??? n preserve V , and1 s 1 s V
deg Z e ??? e ; n ??? n s n q ??? qn . .1 s 1 s 1 s
PROPOSITION 4.3. The commutation relations among the Z e ??? e ;1 s
.z ??? z are determined by the following four properties:1 s
Z e ??? e ; z ??? z .1 s 1 s
ye ei jz j ye qe .k r2 e1 j 1s f q Z z Z e ??? e ; z ??? z ; .  . 1 2 s 2 s /z2FjFs 1
Z e , e ; z , z y Z e , e ; z , z .  .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
d z ze , ye 2 21 2 e ye k ye e k1 1 1 1s k d q y k d q ;y1  5 /  /z zq y q 1 1
z y q2 e z Z e , e ; z , z s qy2 e z y z Z e , e ; z , z ; .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
a n , Z e ??? e ; z ??? z s 0 for n / 0. .  .1 s 1 s
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Proof. The first and third relations follow from the definition or
construction. The first case of the second relation is trivial and we just
check the other case as
Z q, y, z , z y Z y, q, z , z .  .1 2 2 1
y1 q ys f z rz Z a , z Z a , z .  .  .2 1 1 2
y1 y qy f z rz Z a , z Z a , z . .  .  .1 2 2 1
Thus the second relation is proved by Theorem 2.3.
We now set
Z e ??? e ; z ??? z ¨ .1 s 1 s l
ye ei jz j ye qe .k r2 e ei j 1 ss f q Z z ??? Z z ¨ .  . 1 s l /z1Fi-jFs i
and define the corresponding components by
Z e ??? e ; z ??? z ¨ s Z e ??? e ; n ??? n ¨ zyn1 ??? zyn s .  .1 s 1 s l 1 s 1 s l
From the definition it follows that
Z e ??? e ; n ??? n ¨ g V .1 s 1 s l lqe q ??? qe .a1 s
and
 :deg Z e ??? e ; n ??? n ¨ s l, d q n q ??? qn . .1 s 1 s l 1 s
Similarly to the case of the affine Lie algebras we have
PROPOSITION 4.4. The ¨acuum space V is spanned by ¨ectorsV
Z e ??? e ; n ??? n ¨ .1 s 1 s l
with condition
n F 0, n q n F 0, . . . , n q ??? qn F 0.s sy1 s 1 s
w xAs in the classical case LP1, LP2 to get a better spanning set we
 .introduce the following element in End V . Considering V as a subspace
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 .of the tensor product 4.1 , we define
1
q q 2 q 2ky1.e s E a , z E a , q z ??? E q z .  .  .a y y yk!
=xq z xq q2 z ??? xq q2 ky1.z .  .  .
=Eq a , z Eq a , q2 z ??? Eq q2 ky1.z zyayk .  .  .q q q
1
q ky1.r2 q q 2 q 2ky1.s E q z x z x q z ??? x q z . .  .  . .1yk!
=Eq qky1.r2 z zyayk , . .1q
 . qwhere the subscript 1 specifies that k s 1 in the E . The coefficient"
1rk! is needed to match with classical definition when q ª 1. Since we do
not intend to look at the crystal case we do not need to adjust k! by its
quantum analogue.
We extend multiplicatively to define
n
e s e . .na a
 .Note that e is independent of the variable z well-definedness andf
commutes with Heisenberg generators by Proposition 2.1.
From definition it is also clear that the element e preserves thef
 .  .vacuum space V . The form of Drinfeld comultiplication 4.2 ] 4.5 showsV
that the element e is not a group-like element in general though it isa
 ..very close up to f and c by 3.1 except for level 1 or 2. However, it
serves the need to construct a better base in V.
From the level one Z-algebra realizations and the Drinfeld coproduct D
it follows immediately that the following result is true.
PROPOSITION 4.5. For f, c g Q s Za , we ha¨e
e e s ef c fqc
c , e s k c , f e .f f
d , e s ye f q f , f r2 . .f f
zfe s e zfz kf , c . .c c
Finally we give a basis for the vacuum space V using the e .V f
THEOREM 4.6. The ¨acuum space V has a basis consisting of elementsV
 .for f g Q
e Z q, . . . , q; n , . . . , n ¨ , .f 1 s l
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where the integers n , . . . , n satisfy the following combinatorial condition:1 s
n F n , for j s 1, . . . , s y 1j jq1
n F n y 2, for j s 1, . . . , s y k q 1j jqky1
n F y1, n F y2.s syi
w xProof. For q s 1, Lepowsky and Primc LP1, LP2 showed that these
vectors form a basis for the module V. By Proposition 4.4 in the quantum
case we only need to see the independence of these vectors, since the
dimension is invariant under quantization.
 .  .Write Z n , . . . , n ¨ for Z q, . . . , q; n , . . . , n ¨ . If the vectors1 s l 1 s l
 .Z n , . . . , n ¨ were linearly independent, i.e.,1 s l
c q Z n , . . . , n ¨ s 0 .  . f , n 1 s l
f , n , . . . , n1 s
 .   ..with some c q n s n , . . . , n nonzero, without loss of generality wef, n 1 s
 .may assume that the coefficients c q are complex analytic functions inf, n
 .q. Let o f, n be the multiplicity of q s 1 as a zero of c , then the setf, n
  . 4o f, n N c / 0 is finite with the minimum min g Z . We now factorf, n G 0
 .minq y 1 from each nonzero coefficient to get
ym inq y 1 c q Z n , . . . , n ¨ s 0. .  .  . f , n 1 s l
f , n , . . . , n1 s
Taking q ª 1 we would have deduced a nontrivial linear dependent
relation among the Lepowsky]Primc base in the classical case. This
contradiction proves our theorem.
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